Introduction
In this paper, we introduce and study a family of operators which act in the span of a Weyl group W and provide a multi-parameter solution to the quantum Yang-Baxter equations of the corresponding type. These operators are then used to obtain new results (as well as new proofs of the known facts) concerning the Bruhat order of W.
Let us brie y review the contents of the paper. Section 2 is devoted to preliminaries related to Coxeter groups and associated Yang-Baxter equations. The mixed Bruhat operators M are de ned in Section 3 by the formula M (w) = ( p w if`( w) >`(w); q w if`( w) <`(w), where p and q are scalar parameters that depend on a re ection . In Section 3, we also state our main result, which describes a family of choices for the parameters p and q such that the associated operators R = 1 + "M satisfy the Yang-Baxter equations. The well known W-analogue of the classical Yang's solution can be obtained from our solution as a particular degeneration.
In Section 4, we de ne the quantum Bruhat operators as certain limiting case of the M . These operators play an important role (which we brie y explain)
in the explicit description of the multiplicative structure of the (small) quantum cohomology ring of the ag manifold of the corresponding type. Section 5 contains the proof of the main result. To make the presentation more accessible, we rst treat the case of the symmetric group, and then provide the proof in complete generality. We also show how our family of solutions arises naturally in an attempt to solve the Yang-Baxter equations within this class of operators.
Section 6 is devoted to combinatorial applications of our operators. For an arbitrary element u 2 W, we de ne a graded poset with unique minimal element u that we call a tilted Bruhat order. The usual Bruhat order corresponds to the special case u = e. We then prove that tilted Bruhat orders are lexicographically shellable graded posets whose every interval is Eulerian. This generalizes well known results of Verma, Bj orner, Wachs, and Dyer.
2. Coxeter groups and Yang-Baxter equations We rst introduce some standard terminology and notation related to Coxeter groups and root systems. In what follows, W is a Weyl group, and S is the set of its simple re ections. In particular, (W; S) is a Coxeter system, i.e, the nite (Coxeter) group W is given by the presentation (st) m(s;t) = 1 ; s; t 2 S ;
where the nonnegative integers m(s; t) satisfy m(s; s) = 1 and m(s; t) = m(t; s) > 1 for s 6 = t. The group W is nite; let w o denote its longest element. Most constructions in this section can be extended naturally to arbitrary Coxeter groups.
For an element w 2 W, an expansion w = s 1 s l of minimal possible length l is called a reduced decomposition. The number l =`(w) is the length of w. The elements of the set T = fwsw ?1 : w 2 W; s 2 Sg are the re ections of W.
The Bruhat order on W is de ned as follows: u v if and only if there exist t 1 ; : : : ; t r 2 T such that t r : : : t 1 u = v and`(t i : : : t 1 u) >`(t i?1 : : : t 1 u) for i = 1; : : : ; r.
Geometrically, the group W can be represented in terms of a root system . A subgroup W 0 of W generated by a subset A T is called a re ection subgroup; it corresponds to a root subsystem of . Hence W 0 is again a Coxeter group, with the set of canonical (Coxeter) generators S 0 corresponding to the simple roots of this Let ht( ) denote the height of a positive root , i.e., the sum of the coe cients in the expansion of in the basis of simple roots. Then for any scalar h and any multiplicative function 7 ! E( ), the function 7 ! h ht( ) E( ) is also multiplicative.
Let 6 = 0 be a scalar parameter (eventually, we will take ! 0), and let 7 ! E( ) be a multiplicative function. Let the parameters p and q of the mixed Bruhat operators M be given by (3.5){(3.6) with = ?1 ;
Using notation F G for lim !0 F=G = 1, we then obtain:
where, as before, is the positive root corresponding to . Now let the operators f M be given by (4.1) with w = `(w) . Then
Combining this with (4.3) and (3.1) yields We will now brie y explain the connection between our quantum Bruhat operators and the quantum cohomology of the generalized ag manifold G=B. Here G is a semisimple connected complex Lie group associated with the dual root system _ , and B is a Borel subgroup in G. Let (4.5) where, as before, the re ection corresponds to the positive root 2 , and ! denotes the fundamental weight corresponding to s.
For the type A case, formula (4.5) was rst stated and proved in 13]. For a general type, it was given by D. Peterson (reproduced in 5], without proof). 5. Motivation and proof In this section, we prove Theorem 3.3, and also explain the origin of our solution (3.5){(3.6).
Let us investigate the problem of choosing the parameters p and q so that the operators R given by (3.1){(3.2) satisfy the Yang-Baxter equations (2.2). First of all, one easily checks that, for any choice of parameters, operators R and R commute whenever and do. Therefore we only need to take care of (2.2) in the cases where both sides involve at least three factors. In particular, for type A we only have to make sure that the operators R ij satisfy the quantum Yang-Baxter equation (2.4). 6, 8, or 12) . Our plan is to explicitly write down the matrices of these restrictions, plug them into the Yang-Baxter equation, and derive the complete set of equations for the parameters fp g and fq g. The rst step is to understand the combinatorics of the coset W 0 w as a subposet of the Bruhat order. The following statement is known to hold for any Coxeter group (see Dyer 10] ); in the special case of a Weyl group, it has a simple proof provided below. , we obtain, upon simpli cations, the following system of equations: If W 0 is of type A 2 , then we obtain the matrices whose only di erence from (5.2) is in notation: we have to replace the subscripts ij, jk, and ik by the re ections a, b and aba = bab, respectively. This leads to a system of equations of the form (5.5). In view of (5.6) and (5.7), these equations will be satis ed if we impose the condition p = q + ; 2 T ; (5.9) where only depends on whether corresponds to a long or a short root, and require that which we want to be satis ed whenever a; b 2 T are canonical generators for a dihedral subgroup of type B 2 .
For type G 2 , we have 12 parameters p and q . Assuming (5.9), we express everything in terms of the 6 parameters q and the 2 parameters (for the short and long roots, respectively). Making a substitution into the Yang We are now fully prepared to complete the proof of Theorem 3.3, which amounts to checking the equations (5.10), (5.11), and (5.12){(5.13) for every dihedral subgroup W 0 of type A 2 , B 2 , or G 2 , respectively, provided the q and p are given by (3.5){(3.6). This is a straightforward veri cation. Let a and b be the canonical generators of W 0 , and let and be the corresponding positive roots. For W 0 of type A 2 , we have a = b , and equation (5.10) becomes
( )?E2( ) + 1 ; which is immediately checked using that E 1 and E 2 are multiplicative (cf. (3.3) ). Let W 0 be of type B 2 . Note that equation (5.11) is invariant under interchanging a and b. Therefore without loss of generality we may assume that is short while is long. Then aba and bab correspond to positive roots 2 + (long) and + (short), respectively. Substituting (3.6) into (5.11) and factoring out a b , we obtain We hence disallow down-directed edges that correspond to multiplying by aba (on the left). The resulting graph D(W), for the re ection ordering a < aba < bab < b, is shown in Figure 3 .
Notice that the construction of the digraph D(W) depends on the root system , not just on the Weyl group W. Thus, for example, digraphs of types B n and C n will di er from each other. We generalize this result (in the case of a Weyl group) as follows. Theorem 6.6. Fix a re ection ordering ' in a Weyl group W. 1. For any pair of elements u; v 2 W, there is a unique path from u to v in the directed graph D(W) such that its sequence of labels is strictly increasing (resp. strictly decreasing).
2. The unique label-increasing (resp. label-decreasing) path from u to v has the smallest possible length`(u; v). Moreover it is lexicographically minimal (resp. lexicographically maximal) among all shortest paths from u to v. Proof. We rst note that part 1 of the theorem is equivalent to the special case " = 1 of (6. On the other hand, it is clear from (6.1) that the coe cient of w o in T (e) is 1, where e 2 W is the identity element. Since c is obviously a positive integer, we conclude that c = 1, and part 1 is proved.
To prove the rest, we will need the following lemma that generalizes the corresponding result for the ordinary Bruhat order (see, e.g., 12, Lemma 4.1]). Lemma 6.7. Assume that u; x; v 2 W ; u k ! x l ! v ; k > l : (6.5) Then there exists y 2 W such that (cf. We can now complete the proof of Theorem 6.6 using an argument borrowed As a consequence, any tilted Bruhat interval is a face poset of a shellable regular CW sphere. In particular, it is Eulerian and Cohen-Macaulay.
Proof. By In our case, there is exactly one such chain, and the Eulerian property follows.
